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The hydrogen barrier properties of the coatings of nitride and diamondlike amorphous carbon (DLC)

were evaluated. Using plasma chemical vapor deposition and sputtering, ZrN, TiAlN, AlCrN, CrN,

and DLC coatings were deposited with a thickness of about 3 lm. It was confirmed that all coatings

have an impact on decreasing the hydrogen permeation rate. Specifically, by coating stainless steel

with a DLC coating, the hydrogen permeation rate was reduced to 1/1000 or lower compared to that

without a coating. By providing a buffer layer of Cr-N, the hydrogen barrier function was improved.

DLC coatings with high hydrogen content had an especially high hydrogen barrier function. For

hydrogen diffusion in coatings, the movement of atoms through hydrogen trap sites is important.

There are both sp3 and sp2 bonds in DLC coatings, and excess hydrogen can be found in the intersti-

tial space and the above-mentioned hydrogen trap sites. It is suggested that the hydrogen trap sites in

a DLC coating with high hydrogen content are likely already filled with hydrogen atoms, and the

movement of new hydrogen atoms could be limited. VC 2017 American Vacuum Society.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4977106]

I. INTRODUCTION

In many metallic materials such as carbon steel,1–5 stain-

less steel,6–9 and aluminum alloys,10–12 hydrogen present in

the material is well known to have a negative impact on the

mechanical properties of the material. Among these materi-

als, steel, which has an especially high mechanical strength,

consisting of the ferrite and martensitic structure, has high

hydrogen diffusivity, and it tends to show hydrogen embrit-

tlement.1–3 In recent years, there have been attempts to use

hydrogen gas as an alternative to fossil fuels, and many

hydrogen energy systems that use high-pressure hydrogen

are being developed. The development of a technology for

preventing degradation of materials by hydrogen is required.

In particular, when steel is exposed to hydrogen gas, molecu-

lar hydrogen atomically dissociates on the surface of steel

relatively easily, which attacks the material, causing hydro-

gen embrittlement.4,5

Studies on preventing hydrogen attack by barrier coatings

have been conducted by researchers in various fields such as

nuclear fusion reactors, fuel cells, H2S-corrosion resistant

parts, and vacuum equipment. Fine ceramic coatings such as

Al2O3, TiC, TiN, and BN have been reported to be suitable

as a hydrogen barrier. There are various methods of generat-

ing these coatings such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD),

physical vapor deposition (PVD), and plasma-spray, and the

deposition of ceramic coatings with a thickness of several

micrometers can decrease hydrogen attack by several orders

of magnitudes.16–26

Diamondlike carbon (DLC) coatings have superior prop-

erties such as high hardness, high resistance to abrasion, low

friction, low aggressiveness against mating materials, seize

resistance, high insulation, infrared transparency, high gas

barrier properties, and biocompatibility.27–34 Utilizing its

low friction and low aggressiveness against mating materi-

als, its application to sliding parts, such as in automobiles, is

dominant.

DLC is an amorphous coating, which is a mixture of a

diamond structure (sp3 bond) and a graphite structure (sp2

bond). The fraction of sp3 bonds in DLC varies from 10% to

70%, and it also contains 0–60 at. % hydrogen; therefore, its

density varies from 1.1 to 3.0 g/cm3, leading to a variety of

characteristics. If the amount of hydrogen is less than 25 at.

%, the density, hardness, and abrasion resistance are high;

therefore, these materials are used as cutting tools, molds,

machinery parts, hard-disk heads, and magnetic tapes. DLC,

with high hydrogen content, have a lower density and poly-

merlike characteristics.

The different compositional arrangements of DLC coat-

ings are graphically represented in the form of a ternary

phase diagram.29–31

The sp3 bonding of DLC determines many beneficial

properties of diamond, such as its mechanical hardness,

chemical and electrochemical inertness, and wide band gap.

Typical properties of the various forms of DLC are com-

pared30 to diamond and graphite. It is possible to produce

DLCs by a wide range of vacuum deposition methods.27–34

The sp3 bonding of carbon in DLCs is a function of ion

energy, and the highest sp3 fractions are formed by Cþ ions

with ion energy around 100 eV.32

There are generally two types of DLC coating methods:

the PVD method in which films are formed from solid car-

bon through sputtering and cathodic arc discharge, and the

CVD method that forms film by turning hydrocarbons such

as CH4 and C2H2 into plasma. Plasma used in the plasma

CVD method can be generated through various types of

discharges such as direct current, alternating current, radioa)Electronic mail: mtamura@sangaku.uec.ac.jp
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frequency, microwave, and electron cyclotron resonance.

Diamond and graphite form under high temperature, but

DLC is often formed at 300 �C or lower.

There are various types of DLC materials such as

hydrogen-free DLC and metal-doped DLC (that is doped

with metallic elements). Because of its low friction and low

aggressiveness of DLC materials against mating materials,

its application to sliding parts, such as in automobile parts, is

widespread. For protecting the global environment and for

realizing CO2 reduction, improvement in fuel efficiency, pre-

vention of abnormal noises, oil reduction, and improvement

in durability are being attempted.27

There is an example of DLC coating the insides of a poly-

ethylene terephthalate (PET) bottle, acting as a gas barrier,

through which permeation of oxygen and moisture is sup-

pressed.33 This helps long-term maintenance of the quality

of the products in the bottle.34 The inside of PET bottles is

coated with a plasma process that uses hydrocarbon gas as

the source material. The coating thickness is 10–40 nm and

has a slight yellow tint. The composition of the coating is

50%–60% carbon atoms and 40%–50% hydrogen atoms,

and its density is 1.2–1.6 g/cm3. DLC bottles show a 12–20

times improvement in the oxygen barrier property compared

to that of untreated bottles. In addition, carbon dioxide gas

barrier properties can be improved ten times or more in

coated 500 ml DLC bottles. Furthermore, if we evaluate the

sorption of flavor based on the difference in the carbon num-

ber, the flavor barrier improved three to six times for esters

and aldehydes (C6, C8, and C10), and 20 times or more for

alcohols.34

As such, a DLC coating has a wide range of applications,

but tests on hydrogen barrier functions are quite limited.35–37

It has been reported that when a test method for hydrogen

permeation was established and applied to one type of pre-

pared DLC coating, it showed hydrogen barrier characteris-

tics.35,38 However, the relationship among each structure of

a DLC coating, the hydrogen content, and the hydrogen gas

barrier function have still not been understood.

In this study, the relationship between various characteris-

tics of a DLC coating and the hydrogen barrier function was

focused, especially the hydrogen content in the coating, in

order to examine their interrelation.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Deposition process

Coatings were prepared using plasma CVD and a sputter-

ing method (Fig. 1). DLC coatings, and ZrN, TiAlN, CrN,

and AlCrN coatings with a thickness of about 3 lm were

deposited on Type 316L stainless steel. About 0.6 lm thick

Cr-N coating (CrþCrN) was used as a buffer layer under

DLC coatings. This buffer layer is necessary to increase the

adhesiveness of the DLC coating to the stainless steel sub-

strate. A Cr layer (0.1 lm) was deposited immediately above

the stainless steel, and a CrN (0.5 lm) coating was deposited

on top of this Cr layer. Three DLC coatings were prepared

with different hydrogen content (20%, 10%, and 8%) on the

same buffer layer. DLC coatings with hydrogen content of

20% and 10% were prepared using plasma CVD, and the

coating with hydrogen content of 8% was prepared using

sputtering. The composition of TiAlN (atomic molar ratio)

was Ti:Al¼ 1:1. The AlCrN composition was Al:Cr¼ 7:3.

B. Characterization of coatings

Measurement of coating thickness and the microstructure

of the surface of the coating and its cross section were

observed using scanning electron microscopy, and transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM). Hydrogen content in the

DLC coating before and after the hydrogen permeation test

was measured using elastic recoil detection analysis.

Structural analysis of the DLC coating before and after the

hydrogen permeation test was performed and compared by

Laser Raman Spectroscopy.

C. Hydrogen-permeation tests

Hydrogen-permeation tests were performed on the coated

Type 316L stainless steel samples. These tests were based

on the differential-pressure methods described in ISO15105-

1:2007, the international standard for determination of gas-

transmission rates. This part of the standard specifies two

methods for determining the gas-transmission rate of a

single-layered plastic film or sheet and multilayered struc-

tures under a differential pressure. One method uses a pres-

sure sensor, the other a gas chromatograph, to measure the

amount of gas permeating through a test specimen. In this

study, a gas chromatograph was used.

Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of the apparatus.

The coated samples (diameter: 35 mm; thickness: 0.1 mm)

were set on a silicon fiberglass susceptor, which was porous

and could be held in place without bending at temperatures

up to 773 K. The apparatus was evacuated to 10�6 Pa. After

the test temperature stabilized, hydrogen (purity of 99.995%)

was introduced into the susceptor side of the chamber at a

filling pressure of 400 k Pa. The stainless-steel-sample side of

the apparatus was continuously evacuated. The samples were

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic illustration of hybrid coating system of

sputtering and CVD.
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affixed with a metallic seal made of gold and could be heated

by an electric furnace to 773 K without oxidation. The perme-

ation area was 6.6 cm2.

A thermal-conductivity detector (TCD) and a flame-

ionization detector were used with the gas chromatograph. The

TCD consisted of four tungsten filaments in a temperature-

controlled cell; this type of detector senses changes in the ther-

mal conductivity of the column effluent and compares them to

the flow of the carrier gas.

The permeability, U, is generally defined by the

expression25,35–38

U ¼ J � d=A � Dpn; (1)

where J is the permeation flux of hydrogen through a sample

of area A and thickness d, under a partial pressure gradient

Dp across the sample called the driving pressure. The expo-

nent n represents different permeation regimes: diffusion-

limited and surface-limited when n¼ 0.5 and 1, respectively.

Hydrogen permeation through a thin-film-coated steel sam-

ple is known to be diffusion-limited when the driving pres-

sure is between 104 and 105.17,25 According to our previous

experiments, the hydrogen permeation through DLC coat-

ings was diffusion-limited (n¼ 0.5).

The permeation flux was continuously measured at a test

temperature and under a test hydrogen pressure. Under a

hydrogen pressure of 400 k Pa, for example, the standard

deviation decreased below 10% among the data for perme-

ation flux, through the noncoated stainless steel substrate

after 30 min at 773 K, or through DLC coated stainless steels

after 60 min at 573 K. In this study, hydrogen permeation

data after 90 min when the samples reached to a test temper-

ature were plotted on figures.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Hydrogen-permeation mode

The permeation of hydrogen through solid materials

proceeds via adsorption, dissociation, diffusion, and recom-

bination coupled with desorption.39–47 Figure 3 shows a

schematic illustration of hydrogen permeation in coated

samples. A hydrogen molecule (H2,ad) is adsorbed on the

surface of the film and decomposes to hydrogen atoms (Had).

Such adsorbed hydrogen atoms diffuse into the film from the

film surface (Hfilm,in) and move toward the interface with the

substrate (Hfilm,out). Hydrogen atoms diffuse into the sub-

strate from the interface of the film (Hsub,in) to the noncoated

side of the substrate (Hsub,out). At the noncoated side of the

substrate, the hydrogen atoms (Hdes) form hydrogen mole-

cules and desorption occurs. In this study, a driving force of

hydrogen permeation was the pressure difference between

the high- and low-pressure sides. Hydrogen permeation

occurred in the film and the substrate because of decompres-

sion in the gas phase at the noncoated side of the substrate.

Our previous study has demonstrated the dependence of

permeation flux J on the driving pressureDp in BN- and

TiN-coated samples17 and DLC coatings. The exponent n
had a value of 0.48–0.55 at 573–773 K, which indicated that

hydrogen passed through the samples in the diffusion-

limited permeation mode. When n¼ 0.5 (diffusion-limited

regime) in Eq. (1), the overall permeation flux of hydrogen

through the sample can be given by Fick’s law. In a steady

state, the overall permeation flux J (measured in mol s�1)

through a sample of thickness dfilmþ dsub (dfilm, thickness of

film: 1.5� 10�6 m; dsub, thickness of substrate: 1.0� 10�4

m) and area A (6.6� 10�4 m2) is expressed as

FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the experimental apparatus for hydrogen-permeation measurements.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the permeation mechanism.
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J ¼ U � A ððPH2;inÞ0:5 � ðPH2;outÞ0:5Þ=ðdfilm þ dsubÞ; (2)

where / is the permeability of the sample as shown before,

and PH2,in (4.0� 105 Pa) and PH2,out (1.0� 10�6 Pa) are the

hydrogen pressures at the feed side and at the vacuum-

pumping side, respectively.

B. Hydrogen permeation characteristics of each type
of coating

Hydrogen permeation test results for each type of coating

are shown in Fig. 4. ZrN, TiAlN, AlCrN, CrN, and DLC

coatings that contains 20% hydrogen [DLC (20%H2) in Fig.

4] lower the hydrogen permeation rate by 2 orders of magni-

tude (1/100 or lower) compared to the base material

(SUS316L in the figure). Specifically, DLC (20%H2) low-

ered the hydrogen permeation rate by three orders of magni-

tudes (1/1000 or lower) at measurement temperatures of

573, 673, and 773 K. The temperature dependence of hydro-

gen permeation rate was different in each nitride coating. It

is suggested that temperature dependence of activation

energy of hydrogen diffusion in CrN was low.

The relationship between the characteristics and the

hydrogen permeation rate of DLC coating will be discussed

in detail in the next section.

C. Characteristics and hydrogen barrier function of
DLC coating

Hydrogen permeation test results for the DLC coating are

shown in Fig. 5. DLC coatings with varying hydrogen con-

tent (20, 10, and 8 at. %) were compared.

Compared to the base material, all coatings reduced the

hydrogen permeation rate by two or more orders of magni-

tude, showing a superior hydrogen barrier function. The

DLC coating with higher hydrogen content has a lower

hydrogen permeation rate.

The buffer layer (0.1 lm thick Cr and 0.5 lm thick CrN)

also shows a hydrogen barrier function. When there is no

buffer layer [DLC (20%H2) without buffer layer in Fig. 5],

the hydrogen permeation rate becomes high by an order of

magnitude. The combination of the buffer layer and the DLC

coating [DLC (20%H2)] had the lowest hydrogen permeation

rate.

The TEM cross-sectional observation results of the DLC

coating with a hydrogen content of 20% [DLC (20%H2)] are

shown in Fig. 6. The observed thickness of the DLC coating

was 2.5 lm, and there was no diffraction pattern that indi-

cates crystallinity; thus, the coating was confirmed to be

amorphous. The buffer layer consists of two layers, and there

is a 0.1 lm thick metallic Cr coating immediately above the

substrate, and above this coating, there is a 0.5-lm thick

CrN coating.

Hydrogen contents before and after the hydrogen perme-

ation test for the three DLC coatings with varying hydrogen

content are shown in Fig. 7. The hydrogen content of the

DLC coating generated with the plasma CVD did not change

notably after the hydrogen permeation test compared to the

value before the test (Fig. 7). In the hydrogen permeation

test, as discussed earlier, the DLC coating side is exposed to

a 400 k Pa hydrogen gas atmosphere, while the backside of

the stainless steel plate, the base material, is ventilated to

vacuum. This difference in the hydrogen pressure becomes

the driving force for hydrogen diffusion in the coatings. Test

temperatures were 773, 673, and 573 K, each maintained for

2 h. It is equivalent to a test sample being annealed at this

temperature in a hydrogen atmosphere. In particular, in the

hydrogen permeation test, the sample is heated at 773 K, and

the structural change in the DLC coating described next will

occur. Figure 7 indicates that no large change in the hydro-

gen content occurs in all the DLC coatings even when their

structures change.

When considering the hydrogen diffusion in DLC coat-

ings, the structure of the DLC coating, the conditions of the

hydrogen atoms, and the mechanism of hydrogen diffusion

need to be considered. Based on the existing data, the hydro-

gen content before and after the hydrogen permeation test in

this study and measurements of the structural changes using

laser Raman spectroscopy, we discuss the factors for
FIG. 4. (Color online) Arrhenius plot of hydrogen permeability of SUS316L

and coated SUS316L by nitrides and DLC as a function of temperature.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Arrhenius plot of hydrogen permeability of DLC

coatings.
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achieving high hydrogen barrier ability of the DLC film with

high hydrogen content.

When considering the structure of a DLC coating based

on the local structure at the atomic level of the coating, it

was determined that carbon atoms with a sp3 hybrid orbital

corresponding to the diamond structure, and carbon atoms

with a sp2 hybrid orbital corresponding to the graphite struc-

ture are mixed together.

It is known that the ratio of these sp2 and sp3 hybrid

atoms strongly affects the various properties of the DLC

coatings. The bond ratio of sp2 and sp3 atoms in DLC coat-

ings is a strong indicator of the structure of DLC coatings.

Various methods have been used to determine the bond ratio

of sp2 and sp3 atoms in DLC coatings, such as laser Raman

spectroscopy, photoelectron spectroscopy, electron energy

loss spectroscopy, and x-ray absorption fine structure. In this

study, we used laser Raman spectroscopy because of its ease

in sampling data and usefulness of the obtained structural

information.

Raman spectral waveforms before and after the hydrogen

permeation test, and Raman spectral waveform separation

peak intensity comparison are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Because of the heating up to 773 K in the hydrogen perme-

ation test, the graphite structure increased in all the films.

The obtained Raman spectral waveforms are separated into

the G-band peak near 1350 cm�1, derived from the graphite

structure and a D-band peak near 1550 cm�1, derived from

disordered graphite, and the I(G)/I(D) intensity ratio was

compared (Fig. 9). Visible light Raman spectroscopy has

low sensitivity to the sp3 bond, and can be considered as an

evaluation of the sp2 bond. However, in a sample after the

hydrogen permeation rate test, with heating up to 773 K, the

G-band peak increased notably, and fraction of graphite

structure increased. Even when the hydrogen content is dif-

ferent, by heating to 773 K, it stabilizes into similar struc-

tures [i.e., the same I(G)/I(D) ratio].

As shown above, when the DLC coating is heated at

773 K, the fraction of graphite structure increases. This is

consistent with existing reports.53,54 However, as shown in

Fig. 7, even when the structure changes, the hydrogen con-

tent does not change significantly. As hydrogen is assumed

to be widely distributed in hydrogen trap sites such as inter-

stitial spaces, pores, and dislocations in addition to bonding

with carbon in the DLC coatings, even if part of the carbon

structure changes, it likely does not have a strong impact on

the overall hydrogen content.

One model can be proposed next to understand above data

concerning structure and hydrogen content in DLC coatings.

Next, we discuss the state of hydrogen and the mecha-

nism of hydrogen diffusion. Many studies on hydrogen diffu-

sion in materials are on the behavior of hydrogen in a metal,

and studies on hydrogen traps could be used as a reference.

Generally, similar to elemental diffusion in met-

als,1–15,48–52 the rate of hydrogen diffusion in coatings is lim-

ited by the movement of atoms through hydrogen trap sites

such as crystal defects (atomic pores or voids, dislocations,

and crystal grain boundaries).

FIG. 6. (Color online) TEM image of cross section of DLC coated stainless steel.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Hydrogen contents of DLC coatings before/after the

hydrogen permeation tests at 773 K.
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Studies on hydrogen diffusion in the material, associated

with the state of hydrogen in iron steel and hydrogen embrit-

tlement mechanism are common, and there have been active

studies since 1970s. The solid solubility and limit of the

amount of hydrogen in a crystal lattice are obtained from the

amount of hydrogen in a pure iron sample in equilibrium

with a high-purity hydrogen gas environment.1–4 Solid solu-

bility is the ratio of hydrogen atoms to the number of normal

lattice points, but hydrogen concentration is known to be

proportional to the square root of hydrogen gas pressure.

Hydrogen solid solubility in iron steel is dependent on the

purity of the sample or the surface condition.1–5

The pathway for elemental diffusion in materials may

include surface diffusion, lattice diffusion, grain boundary

diffusion, and dislocation diffusion. Surface diffusion and

grain boundary diffusion often have higher diffusion

coefficients than lattice diffusion and dislocation diffusion.

Studies on the state of hydrogen in metallic materials and

the diffusion mechanism indicate that hydrogen diffusion

progresses through hydrogen trap sites in materials.1–15,48–52

Surface diffusion and grain boundary diffusion often have

higher diffusion coefficients than lattice diffusion and dislo-

cation diffusion. Lattice defects (atomic pores or voids, dis-

locations, and crystal grain boundaries), impurity atoms,

precipitates, and interfaces with inclusions are proposed as

hydrogen trap sites. These trap sites are schematically shown

in Fig. 10. Activation energy of reversible hydrogen traps at

grain boundaries, dislocations, and microvoids in iron or

steels is reported to be lower than irreversible hydrogen traps

around carbides or sulfides such as TiC and MnS,40 as shown

in Table I. Reversible hydrogen traps such as grain bound-

aries or ferrite interface can be effective function of hydro-

gen diffusion.

Based on the bond energy between these trap sites and

hydrogen, the state of hydrogen can be analyzed using ther-

mal desorption spectroscopy.52 Schematics of the potential

energy for hydrogen in metallic materials are shown in Fig.

11. In trap sites, the potential energy is low and it becomes

FIG. 8. (Color online) Raman shift of DLC coated samples (a) before the hydrogen permeation tests and (b) after the hydrogen permeation tests at 773 K.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Raman intensity ratio of DLC coatings. I(G) corre-

sponds to intensity of G-band peak near 1350 cm�1, derived from the graph-

ite structure and I(D) corresponds to a D-band peak near 1550 cm�1, derived

from disordered graphite. FIG. 10. (Color online) Hydrogen trap sites in metals.
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more stable. When the bond energy of the trapped hydrogen

because of factors that lead to diffusion with a large concen-

tration gradient is exceeded, movement of atoms progresses

again; or in case of hydrogen environment embrittlement, it

acts to extend cracks, leading to breakage. If there are more

trap sites compared to the number of diffused atoms, the

movement of atoms through the hydrogen trap site controls

the rate of diffusion.

In ionic and shared bonds such as ceramic coatings,

hydrogen diffusion in iron steel is several orders of magni-

tudes lower,18,19,26 and it contains more lattice defects and

impurity atoms than metallic materials. Hydrogen trap sites

may function in ceramic coatings as well.

A DLC film is an amorphous material with mixed sp3 and

sp2 bonds, but there also are pores and dislocations in graph-

ite structure domain (sp2) or diamond structure domain (sp3),

which can be considered as a type of crystal defect.27,29,30,34

In a DLC film with high hydrogen content, hydrogen atoms

have likely already filled these crystal defects, and the move-

ment of new hydrogen atoms through the hydrogen trap sites

in the coating was limited.

Figure 12 shows a schematic of the DLC coating structure

prepared in this study, which has relatively high hydrogen

content (10–30 at. % is assumed). There are mixed sp3 and

sp2 bonds, and a localized compressional structure may also

exist. The compressional structure of DLC coatings with

high hydrogen content has been reported using TEM obser-

vations.55 In addition, the structure calculated by computa-

tional science indicates the potential for a stable existence of

excess hydrogen in areas that are structurally sparse.56,57

Hydrogen may bond with carbon, exist in interstitial space,

or be trapped in crystal defects such as atomic pores. When

heated to 773 K, the bonding state between carbon-carbon

and carbon-hydrogen partially changes to a graphite struc-

ture, but it does not significantly change the state of hydro-

gen in the crystal defects such as interstitial spaces and

atomic pores. As for the diffusion coefficient in each mecha-

nism in metallic materials, the diffusion rate because of crys-

tal defects such as atomic pores and dislocations is an order

of magnitude lower than that of interstitial spaces, and it

often controls the rate of the diffusion process.58 Mechanism

of hydrogen movement can be different between metallic

crystalline materials and amorphous materials. Studies

focused on crystal defects or hydrogen traps will be impor-

tant for hydrogen diffusion in DLC coatings in the future.

TABLE I. Activation energy of hydrogen traps in iron and steels.

Type of trap Peak temperature (K) Activation energy (kJ/mol) Heating rate (K/min) Material

Reversible hydrogen traps

Grain boundaries 385.15 17.2 3 Pure iron

Dislocations 488.15 28.8 3 Pure iron

Microvoids 578.15 35.2 3 Pure iron

Retained austenite �493.15 — 2.6 High carbon steel

TiC (semicoherent) �503.15 — 1.7 Low carbon steel

Ferrite/Fe3C interface �393.15 18.4 2.6 Medium carbon steel

Irreversible hydrogen traps

TiC (incoherent) �983.15 86.9 3 Medium carbon steel

MnS �768.15 72.3 3 Low alloy steel

Fe3C (incoherent) — 84 4 Medium carbon steel

Retained austenite �873.15 55 4 Dual phase steel

FIG. 11. (Color online) Schematic diagram of potential energy of hydrogen

atoms in metals.

FIG. 12. (Color online) Schematic illustration of atomic structure of DLC

rich in hydrogen.
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In DLC coatings with high hydrogen content, hydrogen

trap sites are likely filled with hydrogen already, and the

movement (diffusion) of new hydrogen atoms through trap

sites could be limited in the coating.

IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The hydrogen barrier properties of Type 316L stainless

steels coated with nitride coatings and DLC coatings were

evaluated.

Using plasma CVD and sputtering, ZrN, TiAlN, AlCrN,

CrN, and DLC coatings were prepared with a thickness of

about 3 lm. The results showed that all coatings lowered the

hydrogen permeation rate significantly. By applying a buffer

layer of Cr-N to DLC coatings, the hydrogen barrier proper-

ties were improved. A DLC coating with high hydrogen con-

tent was shown to have especially high hydrogen barrier

properties. It is suggested that hydrogen trap sites are likely

filled with hydrogen already in DLC coatings with high

hydrogen content, and the movement (diffusion) of new

hydrogen atoms through trap sites could be limited in the

coating. Further study is necessary to understand completely

the relation between hydrogen permeation behavior and

structure in the DLC coatings.

Hydrogen in the DLC coating has an impact on the bond-

ing state of carbon, and as a result, it changes its density and

hardness. When the hydrogen content is low, the density and

hardness increases. Since its resistance to abrasion is also

high, it is widely used in cutting tools, molds, machinery

parts, hard-disk heads, magnetic tapes, etc. The industrial

application of DLC coatings with high hydrogen content was

previously limited, but new applications as a coating with

hydrogen barrier properties is expected to be developed in

the future.
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